The Custom is clearly Winnebago's finest motor home, offering room, comfort, luxury and style to make recreational excursions more pleasurable.

Travel the country or treat former classmates to a measure of your success... the Custom has all you need to do it with style and grace.

Outside the coach there are features like increased LP gas and water storage. A rear trunk and convenient side compartments for hard-to-store accessories. Wrap-around bumpers and more for an elegant, uncluttered look.

But inside the new Custom the symphony begins. Beautiful fabrics, colors, plushness and convenience. Comfortable spring seating, smartly finished cabinets, baths and beds. A radius here; a slant, roll or cushioning treatment there. Anywhere a special touch makes sense.

There are five smart Custom floor plans in three popular luxury lengths. One could be your ideal personal expression of the good life indoors and out.

WINNEBAGO®

The name that means the most in motor homes.
Settle into the plush new D-29 command center and you immediately sense that luxury is aboard. Great visibility through that big front windshield; great visibility through the back window too. Great driving aids, appointments and coordinated colors.

There's room—famous Winnebago room—because too much togetherness can be just plain too much.

Start your D-29 tour... in that big bedroom suite; inspect the separate wardrobe and bath. Imagine a snack in the "L" shaped kitchen. And munching it lazily in that comfortable swivel chair.

Should you want that snack hot, pop it into the microwave oven and it's ready in a flash. The microwave is just one of the standard luxury features that make this motor home a Winnebago D-29 Custom.

A rainy day in the great outdoors and what can you do? Curl up with a good book in this cozy rear lounge... or lay it aside on the built-in vanity and relax on a twin bed for a lazy day snooze. When you’re indoors in a Custom who cares if outdoors it pours. You've got straight-through open styling in the D-27, everything neatly out of the way and in its place. A trash bin is conveniently built-in and not loose to cause a fall. And you’ve got a generous complement of wardrobes, cabinets and drawers and a pull-out pantry on roller bearing guides. There’s even a shelf for the optional television set.

Prefer a big double bed? D-27CU option gives you this wrap-around lounge that folds out in a flash to make a comfortable sleeper for two persons.

D-26CU lounge option gives you a cozy "family room"-type area with a built-in vanity, a comfortable chair and a couch that quickly folds out to make a big double bed.

You could almost call this Custom a smaller version of the big Winnebago D-29. The bath is in the back; there’s a roomy wardrobe right there where you need it.

The D-26, of course, is over three feet shorter. But it’s long on luxury too, so you’ll hardly know it’s gone. Those facing couches in the lounge, for example, for plenty of comfortable daytime seating. And plenty of comfortable sleeping when you convert them to a bed. There’s arm-stretching, toe-wiggling space around you to get a good night’s sleep; there’s comfortable spring seating when you’re up and wide awake.

And if you haven’t noticed our Custom interiors before we leave the D-26, the colors are the very spirit of 1976.

Custom standard features

Construction and Safety: □ Thermo-Steel® construction. Exceeds U.S. Department of Transportation’s safety specifications proposed for urban transit buses □ Quick release rear window lowered 3½” for better visibility □ Automotive door lock with bolt safety latch □ Fire extinguisher □ Safety glass tinted windows and windshield □ Padded end on overhead □ Assist bar next to entrance door with assist strap inside door □ Front end streamlined for less air resistance and better fuel economy □ Metal to fiberglass exterior design with wheelwell trim-rolled sidewall bottom skirt and roof and trim joints for weather stripping □ One-piece wrap around chrome bumpers with rubber guards for protection of coach □ Radius cornered entrance doors with drip rail on jamb for waterproofing and elimination of pointed corners □ Access doors reinforced with plywood and aluminum for heat retention and weatherproof security.

Chassis and Automotive: □ Heavy duty Dodge M500 chassis □ 440 cubic-inch V-8 engine □ Pull-out battery rack for ease in checking or replacing batteries □ Battery, voltage and vacuum gauges □ Spare tire and wheel with carrier and cover. Carrier holder sturdily mounted to right rear of motor home to allow removal of tire from roadside □ Wheel covers □ Aluminized emission control exhaust system □ Mud flaps □ Hydraulic jack □ Rear wheel parking brake.

Driver Comfort and Convenience: □ Cruise control and power driving aids including 3-speed automatic transmission, power brakes (power front disc), power steering with tilt column, and electronic ignition for easier starts and high efficiency fuel consumption □ Arm rests and head rests □ Inside and outside rearview mirrors □ Windshield and rear window washers and wipers □ Easy adjust bi-fold sunvisors for protection to eyes and maximum visibility □ Cigarette lighter and ashtrays □ Vinyl blackout curtain to shut out light and distraction from living area □ Adjustable defroster vents with separate blower □ Two windshield defogger fans (D-29CU, optional on others) □ Automotive-type padded dash in rich brown color; featuring clustered instruments, smart styling, quality and excellent visibility □ Comfortable new swivel bucket seats for driver and companion in attractive loose cushion with button design and upholstered in durable, stain-resistant fabric □ Glove compartment, map light and map pocket □ Fresh air automotive heater with separate blower □ AM/FM multiplex radio and clock □ Gas tank gauge registers main and auxiliary □ Covered “A” post inside windshield is color coordinated with dash and offers less distraction and better visibility through windshield.

Kitchen and Dinette: □ 8 cubic-foot gas/electric refrigerator recessed against wall for more kitchen space □ 4-burner range with eye-level oven and power range hood □ Microwave oven (D-29CU, optional on others) □ Blender and ice crusher (D-29CU, optional on others) □ Double stainless steel sink □ Sink and stove covers double as bread boards □ Easy-clean back splash and rolled edge, dripless countertops with radius corners □ Pull-out pantry on roller bearing guides provides more vertical storage of canned and bottled goods and easier spotting of items on shelves □ Numerous cabinets and drawers with finished interiors and roller bearing guides on drawers □ Comfortable new spring dinette seats, upholstered in durable and easily cleaned plush velvet fabric.

Sleeping: □ Convertible lounge bed (D-26CUL, D-27CUL and D-29CUL) and bed (D-26CU and D-29CU) furnish more space when made up and provide more comfortable seating when tucked away □ Pull-down bunk attractively recessed into front overhead features carpeted bottom, and positive catch system □ Twin beds with customized foam spring mattresses and night stand (D-27CUL) □ Full length wardrobe and mirror □ Bedroom privacy curtain.

Bathroom: □ Attractive 3-piece modular ABS plastic tub and shower combination eliminates water leaks and is easier to clean □ Water saver flexible phone head shower nozzle □ Lined hamper for soiled clothing □ Marine toilet □ Deluxe medicine cabinet □ Carpeted floor □ Power roof vent □ Shower door □ Folding bath door (D-26CU, D-26CUL, D-29CU) □ Lux Lavatory.

Utility: □ Demand water system □ 6-gallon Motor Aid Water Heater operates from either LP gas or engine coolant system to automatically heat water as you drive □ Large water tank and dual holding tanks constructed of lightweight, impact-resistant rotocast plastic □ Sewer hose with outside storage compartment and convenient single dump outlet □ ABS plastic water lines routed inside motor home provide cleaner water with no rust and reduce chance of lines freezing □ 12-volt changeover lighting system operates
from battery or external 110-volt supply □ Electrical 12-volt converter with 110-volt circuit breakers and 12-volt fuses centrally located for convenience □ Permanent mount LP gas storage system with guage □ City water hookup □ 25' 110-volt power cord □ 4,000-watt generator and hourmeter (D-27CU and D-27CUL) □ 5,000-watt generator and hourmeter (D-29) □ 70 Amp and 200 Amp batteries

Interior Comfort and Convenience: □ 13,500 BTU roof air conditioner (except D-26CU and D-26CUL)
 □ Extra 11,000 BTU roof air conditioner (D-29, optional on others)
 □ Two 16,000 BTU forced air (ducted) furnaces (except D-27CU and D-27CUL)
 □ 28,000 BTU forced air (ducted) furnace (D-27CU and D-27CUL)
 □ Two wall mounted ashtrays □ Color television set (D-29, optional on others)
 □ Mounting location for television set □ Weather center gauge □ Floor line lighting □ Window curtains □ Front wrap-around curtain □ Room divider curtain □ Deluxe wall-to-wall carpeting
 □ Carpeting on ceiling for added sound-proofing and attractive appearance □ One set bolsters (D-27CUL)
 □ Two sets bolsters (D-26CU, D-27CU, D-29CU)
 □ Swivel rocker (D-29CU)
 □ Pre-finished washable paneling in attractive hickory design □ Numerous cabinets and drawers with color coordinated hardware. Cabinets have positive latches and spring loaded hinges for easy one-hand operation; drawers are on roller bearing guides □ 110-volt duplex outlets wherever appropriate on separate 110-volt wiring system □ Beverage tray

Exterior: □ Convenient outside storage includes weatherproof trunk with lock and large side compartments □ Outside temperature gauge □ Automatic electric glideaway step is positioned near ground for ease of entry and exit □ Screen door has decorator kick panel to protect screen □ Radius corner tinted slide windows with screen □ Prefinished aluminum exterior and underside of floor □ Recessed gas tank fills □ Front outside access to water fill, oil fill and windshield washer fluid □ Roof vents.

### Optional features

to increase your motor home enjoyment.

**Interior**
- □ Double seat for driver's companions and headrest for driver's companions' double seat
- □ Automotive air conditioning (standard on D-29)
- □ Two windshield defogger fans (standard on D-29)
- □ 13,500 BTU roof air conditioner exchange for 11,000 BTU roof air conditioner on D-29

**Exterior**
- □ Radial tires
- □ Spare tire exchange for radial
- □ Trailer hitch (except D-29)
- □ Undercoating
- □ 5,000-watt generator and hourmeter exchange for standard 4,000-watt unit on D-27CU and D-27CUL
- □ 6,500-watt generator and hourmeter exchange for standard 4,000-watt unit on D-27CU and D-27CUL
- □ 6,500-watt generator and hourmeter exchange for standard 5,000-watt unit on D-29
- □ 4,000-watt generator and hourmeter on D-26CU, D-26CUL
- □ Luggage rack and ladder (standard D-27CU, D-29CU)
- □ Television antenna (standard on D-29)
RV living is at its best when value goes along for the ride.

Custom value for 1976 doesn't begin with the purchase price and end with operating costs. It's measured by the value delivered for the dollars you spend. It's indicated by how long your Custom lasts and by resale value.

And it's reflected by Winnebago's experience and ability in delivering the kind of motor home that's right for your family today, and in delivering a motor home with a reputation for strength and durability that lasts.

Winnebago has made more motor homes than any other manufacturer. And we've made more motor homes better.

And, if there is anything more important to the RV owner than the integrity of the manufacturer, it is the after-purchase service of the dealer. Winnebago offers over 300 authorized dealers to help you with service, parts and friendly advice.

Motor homing is a way of life with our sales and service dealers and you can count on trained experts looking after your Custom.

Also when you buy a Winnebago, you're automatically a member in Winnebago International Travelers Club, offering rallies, tours, caravans, a monthly newspaper, plus a host of services and a big savings on RV insurance.